
 

Discovery Education Discovery Education Discovery Education Discovery Education ––––    Go to theGo to theGo to theGo to the    following:following:following:following:    

Unit/Weather and Climate, Concept/ClimateUnit/Weather and Climate, Concept/ClimateUnit/Weather and Climate, Concept/ClimateUnit/Weather and Climate, Concept/Climate,,,,    Explore category/page 1. Explore category/page 1. Explore category/page 1. Explore category/page 1.     

Follow the directions to answer the questions that are below.Follow the directions to answer the questions that are below.Follow the directions to answer the questions that are below.Follow the directions to answer the questions that are below.    

 

1. How often is climate data updated? 

    

Click on the Weather and Climate video.Click on the Weather and Climate video.Click on the Weather and Climate video.Click on the Weather and Climate video.    

2. What controls the climate of a region? 

    

3.  Why are the Arctic and Antarctic cold? 

    

4. List three factors that can influence a dry climate. 

    

5. List three biomes. 

    

Click on the “Understanding Climate” activity. Read the introduction and the instructionsClick on the “Understanding Climate” activity. Read the introduction and the instructionsClick on the “Understanding Climate” activity. Read the introduction and the instructionsClick on the “Understanding Climate” activity. Read the introduction and the instructions. Find all . Find all . Find all . Find all 

of the characteristics for the five climates. When you’ve completed all fiveof the characteristics for the five climates. When you’ve completed all fiveof the characteristics for the five climates. When you’ve completed all fiveof the characteristics for the five climates. When you’ve completed all five,,,,    open the Tracker tab at open the Tracker tab at open the Tracker tab at open the Tracker tab at 

the bottom and print a pdf of the formthe bottom and print a pdf of the formthe bottom and print a pdf of the formthe bottom and print a pdf of the form....    

    

6. What type of element can reflect solar energy? 

    

7. What process causes adiabatic cooling? 

    

8. How do rain shadows impact a region’s climate? 

    

9. Complete the sentence: Water takes much longer then… 

    

Watch “The Ocean and the Climate” video.Watch “The Ocean and the Climate” video.Watch “The Ocean and the Climate” video.Watch “The Ocean and the Climate” video.    

10. Why are the tropical climate zones particularly rainy? 

    

11. What does the Great Ocean Conveyor belt do? 

    

12. What happens to air as is sinks back towards the Earth? 

    

Answer the “A Little Latitude” and Answer the “A Little Latitude” and Answer the “A Little Latitude” and Answer the “A Little Latitude” and ““““Cold Factors” questions.Cold Factors” questions.Cold Factors” questions.Cold Factors” questions.    

13. When does a part of the Earth receive more incoming radiation? 

    

Watch the “Causes of the Seasons” video.Watch the “Causes of the Seasons” video.Watch the “Causes of the Seasons” video.Watch the “Causes of the Seasons” video.    

14. List the five Koppen climate zones. 

    

    

    

    

    


